Orbis Pictus Recommended Books

2018 Danza! : Amalia Hernández and el Ballet Folklórico de México – Tonatiuh

Fault lines in the Constitution -- Levinson

2017 Ada Lovelace, poet of science: The first computer programmer -- Stanley

Ada's violin: The story of the recycled orchestra of Paraguay -- Hood 784.206 H761a

Comics confidential: Thirteen graphic novelists talk story, craft, and life outside the box -- Marcus

Dive!: World War II stories of sailors and submarines in the Pacific -- Hopkinson

How to build a museum: Smithsonian's National Museum of African-American History and Culture -- Bolden

Miss Mary Reporting: The true story of sportswriter Mary Garber -- Macy

Sachiko: A Nagasaki bomb survivor's story -- Stelson B YA26S

Step right up: How Doc and Jim Key taught the world about kindness -- Bowman

2016 Most dangerous: Daniel Ellsberg and the secret history of the Vietnam War -- Sheimkin 959.7043 Sh42m

The House that Jane Built: A Story about Jane Addams -- Stone B Ad21S

2015 Eye to Eye: how animals see the world -- Jenkins 573.88 J418s

Chasing cheetahs: the race to save Africa's fastest cats -- Montgomery 599.759 M767c

The girl from the Tar Paper School: Barbara Rose Johns and the advent of the civil rights movement -- Kanefield B J62K

Little Melba and her big trombone -- Russell-Brown B L715R

Neighborhood sharks: hunting with the great whites of California's

2014 Emancipation Proclamation: Lincoln and the dawn of liberty -- Bolden 973.7 B638e
Becoming Ben Franklin: how a candle-maker's son helped light the flame of liberty - Freedman B F854FRE

The mad potter: George E. Ohr eccentric genius -- Greenberg 738.092 G829m

Thomas Jefferson builds a library -- Rosenstock B J359Ro

Eruption! Volcanoes and the science of saving lives -- Rusch 551.241 R895e

Lifetime: the amazing numbers in animals lives -- Schaefer 591.56 Sch131

Who says women can't be doctors -- Stone 610.92 St72w

Scaly, spotted, feathered, frilled: how do we know what dinosaurs really looked like? -- Thimmesh 567.9 T485s

2013 A black hole is NOT a hole -- Cinami 523.8 C236b

Abraham Lincoln & Frederick Douglass: the story behind an American friendship -- 973.7092 F875a

The amazing Harry Kellar: Great American magician -- Jarrow B K281J

Beyond courage: the untold story of Jewish resistance during the Holocaust -- Rappaport 940.53 R182b

The case of the vanishing golden frogs: a scientific mystery -- Markle 597.8 M341c

Chuck Close: face book -- Close 759.13 C624c

Hands around the library: protecting Egypt's treasured books -- Abouraya 962.005 R744h

Life in the ocean: the story of oceanographer Sylvia Earle -- Nivola B Ea75N

2012 Billions of years, amazing changes: the story of evolution -- Pringle 576.8 J418bil

Far from shore: chronicles of an open ocean voyage -- Webb 591.77 W388f

For the birds: the life of Roger Tory Peterson -- Thomas B P442t

Heart and soul: the story of America and African Americans -- Nelson 973.04 N334h

Harry Houdini: the legend of the world's greatest escape artist -- Weaver B H813f
Inkblot -- Peot 751.4 P39i
Me...Jane -- McDonnel B G61m
Thunder birds: nature's flying predators -- Arnosky 598.15 Ar66t
Dave the Potter: artist, poet, slave -- Hill B D272H
The extraordinary Mark Twain (According to Suzy) -- Kerley B T911K
For good measure -- Robbins 530.8 R542f
Kakapo rescue: saving the world's strangest parrot -- Montgomery 639.9 M767k
Polar bears -- Newman 599.786 N466p
The called themselves the KKK: the birth of an American terrorist group -- Bartoletti 322.4 B285t
2010 The boy who invented TV: the story of Philo Farnsworth -- Krull B F238K
Claudette Colvin: twice toward justice -- Hoose B C725H
The grand mosque of Paris: a story of how Muslims rescued Jews during the Holocaust -- Ruelle 940.53 R837g
Life in the Boreal Forest -- Guiberson 578.73 G94l
Truce: the day the soldiers stopped fighting -- Murphy 940.3 M954t
Written in bone: buried lives of Jamestown and Colonial Maryland -- Walker 940.53 R837g
2009 A river of words: the story of William Carlos Williams -- Bryant B W676B
A boy named beckoning: the true story of Dr. Carlos Montezuma, Native American hero -- Calpaldi B M765C
The trouble begins at 8: a life of Mark Twain in the wild, wild west -- B T911F
Christo and Jeanne-Claude: through the gates and beyond -- Greenberg 730 G829c
Ice bears -- Guiberson E G94i
Sisters and brothers: sibling relationships in the animal world \textit{591.56 J415s}

\textbf{2008} Tracking trash: flotsam, jetsam, and the science of ocean motion \textemdash \textit{Burns 551.46 B937t}

The wall: growing up behind the Iron Curtain \textemdash \textit{Sis B Si81S}

\textbf{2007} Owen and Mzee: the true story of a remarkable friendship \textemdash \textit{Hatkoff 599.63 H286o}

\textbf{2006} Bodies from the ash: life and death in Ancient Popeii \textemdash \textit{Deem}

Built to last: building America's amazing bridges, dams, tunnels, and skyscrapers \textemdash \textit{Sullivan}

Chameleon, chameleon \textemdash \textit{Cowley}

Let me play: the story of Title IX: the law that changed the future of girls in America \textemdash \textit{Blumenthal}

Maritcha: a nineteenth century American girl \textemdash \textit{Bolden}

Mummies: the newest, coolest, & creepiest from around the world \textemdash \textit{Tanaka}

Secrets of a civil war submarine: solving the mysteries of the H. L. Hunley \textemdash \textit{Walker}

Wild dogs past and present \textemdash \textit{Halls}

\textbf{2005} A dream of freedom: the Civil Rights Movement from 1954\textemdash 1968 \textemdash \textit{McWhorter 323.4 M258d}

\textbf{2004} Capital \textemdash \textit{Curlee}

The daring Nellie Bly: America's star reporter \textemdash \textit{Christensen}

Getting away with murder: the true story of the Emmett Till Case \textemdash \textit{Crowe}

Jack: the early years of John F. Kennedy \textemdash \textit{Cooper}

The library of Alexandria \textemdash \textit{Trumble}

The shortest day: celebrating the winter solstice \textemdash \textit{Pfeffer}

The White House: an illustrated history \textemdash \textit{Grace}
The Wright sister: Katharine Wright and her famous brothers -- Maurer

2003 Ansel Adams: America's photographer -- Gherman

The great Serum race: blazing the Iditarod trail -- Miller

Life on earth: the story of evolution -- Jenkins

Saladin: noble Prince of Islam -- Stanley

The signers: the 56 stories behind the Declaration of Independence -- Fradin

This is our dark country: the American settlers of Liberia -- Reef

Under the Ice -- Conlan

Young adventurer's guide to Everest: from avalanche to Zopkio -- Chester

2002 Vincent van Gogh: portrait of an artist -- Greenberg 759.9492 G829v

The yellow house: Vincent van Gogh and Paul Gauguin side by side -- Rubin 759.4 R824y

2001 Only passing through: the story of Sojourner Truth -- Rockwell B T777R

You forgot your skirt, Amelia Bloomer!: a very improper story -- Corey 305.42 C8122y

2000 Bound for America: The forced migration of Africans to the New World -- 326 H272b

A child's book of art: discover great paintings -- Micklethwait 701 M583c

In search of the spirit: the living national treasures of Japan -- Hamanaka 759.52 H17s

William Shakespeare and the Globe -- Aliki 792 A45w

1999 Behind the mask: the life of Queen Elizabeth I -- Thomas B E148T

Duke Ellington -- Pinkney B E156P

Joan of Arc -- D. Stanley B J344s

1998 The snake book -- Ling 597.6 L646s
1997 The abracadabra kid -- Fleischman B F628f

A strange and distant shore -- Ashabranner 978 As32s

Dia's story cloth -- Dia 325.594 C34d

Free to dream -- Osofsky B H874o

John Steinbeck -- Reef B St34r

Nearer nature -- Arnosky 508.743 Ar66n

1996 The book of North American owls --- Roney 598.2 Sa83b

Everglades -- George 975.9 G293e

The life and times of the honeybee -- Micucci 595.79 M583l

The underground railroad -- Bial 326 B47u

When plague strikes: the Black Death, smallpox, AIDS -- Giblin 614.4 G355w

1995 Ancient ones: the world of the old-growth Douglas fir -- 582.16 B291a

Cleopatra -- D. Stanley B C594St

I am an American: a true story of Japanese internment -- J. Stanley 973.917 St25i

Jazz: my music, my people -- 781.5 M742j

Lives of the writers: comedies, tragedies (and what the neighbors thought) -- Krull 800 K939j

Rosie, a visiting dog's story -- Calmenson 636.7 C135r

Take a look, an introduction to the experience of art -- Davidson 701 D194t

Unconditional surrender: U.S. Grant and the Civil War -- Marrin 973.7 M349u

1994 Anne Frank: beyond the diary -- van der Rol B F852V

Be seated: a book about chairs -- Giblin 749 G355b

Behind the secret window: a memoir of hidden childhood during World War II -- Toll 940.53 T577b
Eleanor Roosevelt: a life of discovery -- Freedman B R675F

Lincoln: in his own words -- Meltzer 973.7 L638i

Many thousand gone: African Americans from slavery to freedom -- Hamilton 326 H18m

Seven candles for Kwanzaa -- Pinkney 394.2 P655s

The way west: journal of a pioneer woman -- Knight 978 Sch36w

Whaling days -- Carrick 639 C233w

1993 A twilight struggle: the life of John Fitzgerald Kennedy -- B K383H

The amazing potato: a story in which the Incas, Conquistadors, Marie Antoinette, Thomas Jefferson, wars, famines, immigrants, and french fries all play a part -- Meltzer 917.8 F876i

Antarctica: the lost unspoiled continent -- Pringle 919.89 P936a

Bard of Avon: the story of William Shakespeare -- D. Stanley B Sh15S

The great St. Lawrence Seaway -- Gibbons 386.509 G352g

Hopscotch around the world -- Lankford 796.2 L276h

The long road to Gettysburg -- Murphy 973.7 M954I

1992 A young painter: the life and paintings of Wang Yani -- Zhensun 759.951 Z61y

Appalachia: the voices of sleeping birds -- Rylant 976 R983a

Bully for you, Teddy Roosevelt! -- B R677F

The discovery of the Americas -- Maestro 917 M267d

Earthquakes -- Simon 551.2 Si55e

Pueblo boy: growing up in two worlds -- Keegan 970.3 K243p

Pueblo storyteller -- Hoyt-Goldsmith 978.9 H855p

Voyager to the planets -- Apfel 523.4 Ap28v
The Wright brothers: how they invented the airplane -- Freedman B W93Fr

1991 Christopher Columbus -- Levinson B C723L

The clover and the bee -- Dowden 582 D753c

Columbus and the world around him -- Meltzer B C723M

Giraffes, the sentinels of the Savannas -- Sattler 599.732 Sa84g

Good Queen Bess -- D. Stanley B E48S

The magic school bus lost in the solar system -- Cole 523.2 C6756m

The riddle of the Rosetta Stone -- Giblin 493 G356r

Totem pole -- Hoyt-Goldsmith 970.1 H856t

1990 Titles were not selected